
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 ESO MUSIC IN ENGLISH  
SUMMER FUN! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Practise your music skills this summer with these great websites. Have fun and share your               

recommendations with your classmates after the summer! 

1. RedKaraoke 

www.redkaraoke.com/search-songs/Party-Songs/3?lang=en 

A great game for playing with friends, this free site allows you to sing karaoke online                
and get a score for your performance, then challenge others or try to improve! No fancy                
equipment needed – just use your computer’s inbuilt microphone and get started! 

2. Virtual Drumming 
www.virtualdrumming.com/drums/windows/drums-free-drumming.html 

This cool online drum kit allows you to explore the different sounds and rhythms of a                
drum kit simply by using the keys on the computer keyboard to activate different drums               
and cymbals. 
3. Chrome MusicLab 
www.musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/ 

This fantastic free online music lab gives the opportunity to make a sophisticated track              
using a range of musical styles and techniques. A pre-loaded online sound library with              
hundreds of different instrumental sounds and beats makes it fun and easy to create              
original pieces. 
4. Monkey Machine 
www.rinki.net/pekka/monkey 
This fantastic, fun online machine allows you to create your own drumbeat using over              
20 high-quality drum kits. Use it to create a rhythmic backing track to a song or                
improvised piece of music. 
5. Music Memory Game 
www.learninggamesforkids.com/music_and_art_games 

This fantastic, simple online game is great for listening by ear, as it challenges you to                
listen to a series of notes and then try to reproduce them in the right order by selecting                  
the correct notes from the musical scale. As you succeed with each level, more notes               
are added, making it challenging and rewarding as you learn and progress! 
6. Tony-B Machine 
www.tony-b.org 

This cool retro-look tool is sure to be a big hit as it simplifies the process of online                  
music-making by connecting different notes and musical sounds to the different keys of             
the computer keyboard!  
What are your favourite online music resources to make music online?  

Let us know! 
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